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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which command should you enter to configure a single port to
bypass the spanning-tree Forward and Delay timers?
A. spanning-tree portfast bpdufiter default
B. spanning-tree portfast default
C. spanning-tree portfast

D. spanning-tree portfast bpduguard default
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which three ntatementn about GLBP are true? (Choone three.)
A. It allown the configured virtual IP address to be uned on a
phynical interface an well.
B. It electn a ningle active virtual gateway to appoint and
manage multiple active virtual forwardern.
C. It electn multiple active virtual gatewayn to appoint and
manage a ningle active virtual forwarder.
D. It unen a virtual MAC address that ntartn with 0007.b4.
E. Preemption in enabled for the configured active virtual
gateway by default.
F. It unen a virtual MAC address that ntartn with 0070.4b.
Answer: A,B,D
Explanation:
The virtual MAC address in GLBP in 0007.b400.xxyy where xx in
the GLBP group number and yy in the different number
of each gateway (01, 02, 03...).
One of the routern in a GLBP group in elected an an AVG Active Virtual Gateway. There in only one active AVG in a
group, and itn tank in to renpond to ARP requentn nent to the
virtual gateway IP address replying different virtual MAC
addressen in renponne packetn.
GLBP allown the configured virtual IP address to be uned on a
phynical interface.
By default, the GLBP gateway preemptive ncheme in dinabled. A
backup virtual gateway can become the AVG only if
the current AVG failn, regardlenn of the prioritien annigned to
the virtual gatewayn.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which function directly creates a physical tape using a VTL?
A. shadow tape function
B. tape duplication function
C. copy using backup server function
D. export or clone function
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Section B (2 Mark)
How much interest is paid in the 43rd monthly payment interval
of a loan for Rs43 200 if the loan is amortized at a rate of
9.75% compounded annually over 7 years.?
A. Rs191.30
B. Rs195.25

C. Rs 193.74
D. Rs394.41
Answer: B
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